
Chapter 4104
Perhaps after the other party heard that he was An family member,

They would be flattered and overjoyed and immediately agreed to meet with
him.

But what he didn’t expect was that the other party had put out the word that
even the Rothschild family’s patriarch was not in his sights.

At this moment, Marshal was devastated.

Warnia’s words had basically blocked all the roads to this point.

Marshal it is also really embarrassing to continue to find any existence with his
identity as a member of the An family in this situation.

Thinking of this, he could only say awkwardly, “Well …… since that’s the case,
then I won’t give Miss Song any trouble.”

Warnia nodded and said indifferently, “Mr. An takes care, I won’t see you off.”

Marshal thought that he might be able to use more high-end and scarce
resources to make a good relationship with Warnia in the future,

So he politely asked, “Miss Song, I wonder if we can leave contact information
for each other,”

“So that if there is anything that needs the help of the An family in the future,
you can always tell me.”

Warnia was not moved at all and said blandly, “I appreciate your kindness, but
there is no need to leave contact information.”



“Although the An family is more than a hundred times stronger than us,”

“Our Song family does not have too much ambition and only wants to run our
own piece of land in this city.”

Marshal completely lost any sense of superiority.

So what if you have money and resources, people don’t have them, but they
don’t even look at them.

If you continue to show your superiority here, you will only end up making a
fool of yourself.

So, he stood up decadently and said politely, “Miss Song, then I’ll take my
leave.”

Warnia nodded and said indifferently, “Mr. An I still have things to do, so I
won’t see you off.”

Marshal had already suffered enough blows and had lost his temper at this
time,

So he smiled, nodded and turned around, and walked out by himself.

As soon as Marshal left, Warnia immediately took a few deep breaths
nervously.

Then hurriedly walked into the lounge behind the dark door and saw Charlie
sitting on the single sofa with his legs crossed,

And hurriedly asked, “Master Wade, was my attitude towards your uncle just
now too much ……”



Charlie laughed: “No, I think it’s okay, you can’t leave any hope for him in this
situation.”

Warnia nodded and said seriously, “I think so too …… And I’m afraid that if I’m
suddenly too polite to him,”

“I’ll look like I don’t have a position …… After all, I’m representing the auction,
representing you,”

“And he has repeatedly tried to challenge the rules you have set,”

“If I’m polite to him, he might think that the auction really scorns his An family’s
identity ……”

Charlie smiled slightly and said, “Warnia, you did the right thing, the proportion
is also very accurate,”

“In this case, neither to be polite to him nor to react too fiercely,”

“This is just right, press his self-confidence, frustrate him,”

“By the way, and then completely destroy his hope of fighting against the
rules.”

Warnia also breathed a sigh of relief and said seriously, “As long as you have
no opinion on it ……”

Charlie nodded slightly and added: “Okay Warnia, issue a notice to everyone
attending the auction,”

“Warning anyone not to privately search for the owner of the Rejuvenation
Pill,”



“Once found, the same will be permanently exempted from attending the
auction.”

Warnia immediately said, “Okay Master Wade, I’ll have someone notify them
one by one.”

Charlie let out a sound and said, “It’s still too troublesome to notify them one
by one,”

“It’s better to have the technical staff develop another software,”

“The previous software is specifically for registration, and then develop
another software specifically for successful bidders who have registered and
participated in the Rejuvenation Pill auction,”

“As well as those whose background and financial strength meet our
requirements.”

“Updates can be directly pushed to them through this software.”

“Okay!” Warnia said without a second thought, “I’ll start making arrangements
for this today.”

Saying that, she hurriedly asked, “Master Wade, do you have any other
functional requirements for this software?”

Charlie thought about it and suddenly had a new thought and said,

“I want to develop a mission notification function on this software.”

“Mission publishing?” Warnia asked, “Can you roughly tell me the basic logic?”



Charlie then said, “I, as the official, can issue tasks to each of them through
this software,”

“And for each task, there will be a corresponding reward for whoever
completes the tasks I issue.”

Speaking of this, Charlie smiled and said, “The reward I give is not money,”

“It is a fragment of rejuvenation pill!”


